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223; K. & L. 292, where the court declined to interfere with a condi-
tion imposed by the corporation in a licence granted for opening a
cinema on Sundays on an allegation that the condition was unreason-
able. In the absence of provision for an appeal the merits of a decision
cannot be challenged in the courts. The cases which come before the
courts are mainly those where discretionary powers have been im-
properly exercised and it is with the type of exercise of power which
involves judicial review that the lawyer is primarily concerned) It
must, however, always be remembered that the main control of dis-
cretionary powers is by administrative agencies.   Senior officials
control their subordinates and all officials are responsible to the
Minister who presides over the department.  It is always open to a
person aggrieved to apply to the Minister for a review of a depart-
mental decision.   Sometimes it is specifically provided by statute
that the decision of an administrative tribunal requires ministerial
confirmation or is subject to an appeal to the Minister concerned.1
Nor is judicial review the sole or even the main external control^
Persons aggrieved by administrative decisions will more frequently
appeal to their member of Parliment than to the courts and by
means of parliamentary questions and other opportunities for criti-
cism 2 the House of Commons is able to exercise reasonably effective
control.  Individual grievances are frequently raised on the motion
for the adjournment 2 and the possibility of a parliamentary question
is an ever present cause of anxiety to civil servants. It must also be -
borne in mind that those powers, the exercise of which is subject to
judicial review, are not normally exceeded or abused.   It is the
abnormal case which comes before the courts.? Just, however, as thd
courts will prevent an administrator from exceeding his statutory
power (acting ultra vires), so they will prevent the wrongful exsxci^
of a discretion unless it is in terms absolute, feuch a wrongfp
exercise of discretion may arise from consideration of irrelevant
issues, from failure to consider relevant issues, from an erroneous
application in law of the power, e.g. by wrongly interpreting th«
^statute which granted it, or from improper motives.? In practice it is •
not easy to determine this in the case of a public authority which
cannot be required to disclose its administrative procedure or to
produce its files in court. In The Queen v. Boteler (1864), 4 B. & S.
959; K. & L. 291, justices refused to order a parish to contribute to
the expenses of its poor law union because they disapproved of the
Act of Parliament which had annexed the parish to the union." The
High Court ordered the justices to issue a contribution order and
Cockbum, C.J. said:
1 Chap. 5, post.	* Part DDL., Chap. 3.
8 For further consideration of grounds for judicial review, see Chap. 2 B» post.

